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university calendar 

March 27 
Tennis: ECU vs. William & Mary at Minges. Matches start at 2:00 
PM 

Tuesday, March, 28 
SGA Elections. VOTE 

Golf: ECU vs. Trenton State at HOME. Starts at 2:00 P.M 

Harlem Globetrotters will appear at Minges at 8:00 P.M 

Wednesday , March 29 
|.D. Cards made at Wright from 2:00 P.M til 3:00 P.M 

Baseball: ECU vs. UNC-Wilmington at Harrington Field. Game time at 3:00 P.M 

Intemational Film: “Loves of a Blonde” at Wright Starting at 
8:00 P.M. 

Chamber Singers Concert at the Music Center starting at 8:15 PM. 

Thursday, March 30 
Spring Holidays Begin at 10:00 P.M. 

REMEMBER TO GO HOME AND REGISTER TO VOTE 

Draft resister 

to speak Wednesday 
Draft resister David Harris, husband of folksinger Joan Baez Will address the student body in Wright Auditorium on Wedi.csday afternoon at 2:00. 
Harris is 26 years old. He entered Stanford University in 1962 He spent some time working with SNCC in Mississippi during his sophomore year. Later, he worked with the United Farm Workers Union in California 
The students at Stanford elected him student body president in his senior year by the largest margin ever at Stanford University. After a partial term as president, he resigned because he felt that people were using him as an excuse to sit back and do nothing 
Harris began organizing draft resistance in 1967 Along with others. he set up a call for a draft card turn-in. maximum of 200 cards. They received 1 600 cards Harris refused induction into the military © suly 16, 1969 He was arrested,tried, convicted, and sentenced to three years in the Federal penitentiary. Dusng his imprsonment at several medium security prisons, he organized a hunger strike among the Prisoners for better living conditions. While Harris was doing time. his wife, Joan Baez Harris, gave birth to their son Gabriel After serving 20 months in prison, Harris was released on Parole. Since his release he has worked with the People’s Union in Palo Alto, California. He participated in the recent referendum to Keep the USS Constellation from sailing from San Diego. His work and the work others resulted in the people of San Diego voting for keeping the Constellation from sailing for Vietnam Harris will make a statement concerning upcoming resistance activities in the South. Members of North Carolina Resistance will * announce plans for upcomimg actions in North Carolina 

There will be a press conference at 12:30 at ECU with Harris and members of the North Carolina Resistance. The conference will be held in Room 206 Wright Annex 

expecting a 

Group to see Apollo 

The ECU chapter of the Society of Physics Students will 
attend the launching of Apollo 16 from Cape Kennedy. As they 
have been given ‘on base” passes for 38 persons, the Society would like to extend an invitation to any interested student or 
professor who would like to accompany them. 

A chartered bus will leave the campus on Saturday, April 15 
at a time to be announced. The bus will return following the 
Sunday launch 

The cost will be $36 per person for transportation (round-trip). Meals must be paid for by the individual 
- A non-tefundable $18 deposit is required to hold a place on 

the bus. Anyone interested, please contact Dr. Seykora, Physics East 204. First-come-first-serve basis. 

Campus discussed 

Registration for ECU's unique overseas campus program at 
Bonn, Germany for 1972-73 is now possible for only one or two 
Quarters, as well as for the entire academic year. This 
announcement was made last week by Dr. Robert W. Williams, 
University Provost, shortly after his retum from a visit to Bonn. 
In addition to negotiating the terms of ECU's contract with the 
German foundauion which owns Haus Steineck, the site of ECU 
Bonn, Williams discussed the current Program with the Risedent 
Director, Dr. Hans H. Indorf of the ECU Political Science 
‘Department, German staff members, and most of all with the 
students. 

His findings generally coincided with the opinions expressed 
in The Forum (Fountainhead, Tuesday, March 21) by 29 of the 
37 students curently at Bonn. Like most other major 
undertakings, international or otherwise, the Bonn program has 
had its share of problems, Williams acknowledged. These have 
been recognized and appropriate corrective action has been 
initiated. 

Most of the problems have been due to inflation in Germany 
and the worldwide decline in the value of the American dollar The monetary situation has been attacked in two ways. First, the fee for the Bonn program has been increased for next year by 
Nearly ten percent. Second, the contract with the German 
foundation has been written in such a way as to reduce somewhat 
the total cost of leasing Haus Steineck. Another change, opening 
registration on a quarter by quarter basis, is intended to make the 
program available to more students, thereby reducing the 
possibility that it might have to be discontinued for lack of 
participants 

To make application or obtain additional information on cost 
and travel arrangements for one or two quarters or the entire 
year, see Robert Franke, campus administrator for the Bonn 
program, in Room A-105 of the Social Studies Building, between 
8:30 and 5:00. If at all possible, Franke suggests that you see him 
before the spring holidays. 

Voting aid offered 
David Boone has been selected as ECU’s campus coordinator in Allen Barbee’s campaign for Lt. Governor Campaign Headquarters will be established at Aycock 329 where campaign 

materials and significant registration and absentee voting 
materials will be available. Any person wishing to aid in the campaign come by Aycock 329 or Tyler 908 

President wins prize 

Kathy Tindall, president of Lambda Tau Medical Technology 
Honor Society, won second place in the National Honors award 
for Lambda Tau 

To enter, each chapter of Lamdba Tau had to choose a 
candidate to send to the National Headquarters with some 
information on the individual and why this individual contributed 
to Lamdba Tau 

Tindall received $175.00 for winning 

Ountainhead 
-.. and the truth shall make you free’ 
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SGA candidates receive students’ endorsements 
To Fountainhead 

Undoubtedly, the candidates that receive letters. receive them 
by solicitation and the ktter content is full of analytical reasons 
why so and so should hold a particular office 

Well, this letter will not contain any qualitative analysis of 
each candidate nor was it solicited by any member of the 
S.O.AP. platform committee, but instead it was offered to the 
committee as 4 token of appreciation 

  

Students of Anarchist Principles, is by far the most progressive 
student eriented organization on campus. Its platform is’simple 
and to the point-abolish the SGA Some on this campus can see 
the SOAP viewpoint, others on campus, they don't understand 
why the abolition of the SGA is needed 

It is needed so that the students on this campus, and others 
like it can control the student aspect of the University without 
having some political cgotist telling the students what to do. The 
students on each and every university campus should and must 
control student funds. To do this certain steps must be taken: 1) the students must confront the student body as a whole and tell 
students of administrative controls, 2) the students must then tell 
the administration that reforms must be made and 3) after the 
administration has refused (as on this campus) the students must then become independent of the administration 

Alter the SGA has been moved off campus, then working through the court system the students will sue the State of North Carolina claiming legal control of their funds. The battle will be 
long and difficult, but students of every type complain about the administration but up until now no one would do anything. Well, SOAP is now the only alternative, and looking at every alternative that is put before the student, the logical road to take 

On Tuesday , March 28, vote SOAP. 

  

Michael Jacobson 
To Fountainhead 

We, the undersigned Fine Arts students, officially endorse and support Rick Atkinson for Vice-President of the SGA, urging all students, particularly in Fine Arts, to do the same. We feel that his proposals to: 
Hdivert funds to begin a substantial recruiting program for the Fine Arts programs. 
2)provide SGA funds to obtain a renowned musician-in-residence, 
3)finance a rock band of students from the School of Music to perform at University functions at no cost to students. 4)convert the old heating plant into an art studio and area for building and storing theatre sets, prove him to be the candidate mest condusive to the urgent needs of Fine Arts students and ECU, in general. We feel that he has the ability to transform Proposals into reality. Vote Atkinson for V P_on March 28 

  

Jan Lukens Mary Loughran 
Shannon McBride Marcia Studerbaker 

Ellen P. Mayer Christine Fisher 
John Foster 

Shep Shepherd 
To Fountainhead 

On Tuesday, March 28, another SGA election will take place 
Many students will perhaps fail to vote using as their reason the 
“powerlessness” of the SGA I would hope that all students could 
unite and vote in this election to help make their SG 
powerful and more viable. Several good candidates will be on the 
ballot for the various offices. One of the most exceptional 
candidates in my mind is Rick Atkinson. Rick, running for SGA 
Vice-President, is an individual who is not only concerned about 
students and their rights, he is an individual who has the 
intelligence, the rationality, and the deep-down guts to work to 
his utmost for the good of all students. | will consider ita 
privilege to vote for Rick Atkinson on March 28. I sincerely hope that all students will study each individual candidate and then 
cast his vote accordingly 

    

more   

Sincerely 
Jim Hicks 

Vice-President 

To Fountainhead 
As members of an oppressed majority, we urge all women 

students to cast their votes for the one Vice-Presidential 
candidate who will be truly effective in eliminating the 
repercussions of East Carolina's double-standard. We feel that 
Rick Atkinson is not only capable of talking about problems, but 
that he has the ideas, drive, and understanding to correct them. 
We hope that all women will cast their votes for more than an 
empty voice. Vote action! 

Linda Bikas Women for Atkinson 
Pat Barber Alice Ahrens 

Carolyn Garner Debbie Abbott 
Carmen Clark Rose Darus 

Clara Fearrington Jeanie Phillips 
Kathy Matthews Sandy Johnson 

Frieda Clark Janet Benks 

To Fountainhead 

rad.i.cal [ME, fr. LL radicalis, fr. L radic-, radix root + alis -al 
~— more at root] 1: of or relating to the root: proceeding directly 
from the root; as ...e: designed to remove the root of a disease or 
all diseased tissue (-surgery) — compare conservative (from 
“Webster's Third New International Dictionary,” unabridged) 

It has been so long since | have made a public statement on 
ANY issue that I may have some difficulty expressing my 
thoughts on a subject which I feel should be addressed most 
strongly, however, those of you who remember the name Bob 
Thonen may feel what I have to say worth the extra effort. 

Since late last spring 1 have maintained a moratorium on 
public statements and overt actions. The reasons for this decision 
included severe family sickness and financial as well as other 
problems in addition to a general feeling on my part that one 
individual is simply not capable of bringing about radical (<ce 
above) change without a large amount of support 

The emergance of the Students of Anarchists Principles 
(S.0.AP.) has indicated to me that there is an unknown number 
of students who seem to view the current student situation 
similarly to the way that I do. From the $.0.A P. platform: “It is 
time that students realize that the SGA is nothing but a puppet 
government sanctioned by the Administration to be used for its 
Purposes. It does not represent the student body; rather, it 
becomes a buffer between the wishes of the students and the 
ruling hierarchy, diverting attention away from the true source of corruption, the administration. It'is quite simple. The SCA is simply a lackey of Leo W. Jenkins and his cronies 

The answer to this problem cited by $.0.A P. likewise reflects the views that I hold: there is “..only one major issue in our campaign. That is the complete abolishment of the present Student Government Association, through its constitution.” And fur “We propose that the constitution be abolished and an entirely new one be drawn up by a delegation of concerned 
students, elected at large from the student body specifically for this purpose. The document would then be required to be ratified by a 2/3 vote of the students voting.” 

Such extensive surgery as this is only justified when all other actions have heen tound to fail. For this rea 

  

    
   

  

I bring to your attention the occurances of last spring including such depressing events as the total failure of visitation and the massive administration attack on the campus newspaper. The resignation of Glenn Crowshaw following the crushing, behind the scenes, actions of the administration, the similar resignation of David Edwards and the control the ad 

  

dministration holds over the very qualifications of those the students can elect to themselves should indicate that more has fo be done elect a good man to SGA 

represent 
than simply 

office. It is beyond me how anyone can expect that an organization such as the SGA which is subject to the approval of the university president can hope to accomplish anything which is counter to the wishes of that same individual Logic dictates that this is a poor weapon indeed to the wishes of the students over those of Leo. 

    

0 advance 

The massive amounts of student apathy at EZU does not indicate to a sensible person that no one cares. Rather, + indi that no one feels an expenditure of eff 

  

ort on their part 
If you offer a man no 
you expect him to be 

will, in the end, result in effective change reasonable alternatives to silence how can 
anything but silent? 

It is my contention that there is Massive support for reasonable. rational control by students of student affairs and that if the students are provided with a means of this change they will jump at the opportunity are reflected by the points in the SOLA P the platforms of Rob Luisana and Ric 
I repard as sincerely 

accomplishing 
Specific priorities 

platform as well as in 
k Atkinson, two individuals interested in the welfare of the students Rick's point about disarming the campus police makes a great 

deal of sense when YouStP 2Nd think who these w 
used against if they are ever Used 

At a meeting last week Rob | 

    

sana made a perso; 
to me that he woukl call°" 8 referendum on the maior the $.0.AP. platform should he be elected president 
be a referendum on the abolishment of the 
constitution and that @.9€¥ 0ne be diawn up by 
concerned students, elected at large fiom the 
specifically for this purpos’. At the same tim will of the students an individual will be in the office of prevident who will be able to do the ™st with the tools that the present structure provides. 

I suggest that the following course of action be taken 
1. That those students Who feel this course of action holds 

promise should vote for Rob Luisana who will then ir stigate the referendum procedures a8 Provided by the existing constitution 2. Should the students indicate by their yotes that thes 
fact desire the rewriting Of the SGA constitution an election would then be held to select the composition of a Constitutional Convention which will be tesponsible for determining the form 
the new constitution shall tke This same convention will be 
responsible for contacting the colleges and universities, by either 
personal or phone contact, Which have already taken this course of action in order to put together an entire packa 
not legally be subject to the approval of Leo 

3. The election of these !epresentatives would not have to be bound by such current assinine qualifications as having a 2.0 average or belonging t0 8 Certain class or group or any other 
divisive requirements because there is no mention of “qualifications” for any Constitutional Convention in the SGA 

  

promise 
point in 

This would 
present SGA 

4 delegation of 
student body 

if this is not the   

  

yin 
   

    

which would 

  

constitution 
4. Give these individuals enough time to thoroughly research 

and draw up the proposed new constitution which would be 
presented to the entire student body in the first two or three 
weeks in the fall and would require a 2/3's vote for approval 

5. Should the students not accept the first rewrite the 
convention would be requited to remain ir 
changes in the form of formal votes at 4 minimum of once a 
month until they offer the students a constitution which they 
find acceptable 

6. The existing SGA structure would remain 
continue functioning until such tin 

1 session 

  

id offering 

  

effect and 
€ as the students formally 

accept a new constitution, at which time whatever structure contained in the new constitution would be implemented within one month 

    

If such a course of action is going to succeed then the students will have to indicate to the individuals running that they will no longer accept lackeys of the administration representing them and 
that they will no longer accept continuation of a form of Rovernment which is not representative of themselves. Such 
drastic surgery as this is necessary if we are to have a form of government which is not diseased and rotten to the core 

Bob Thonen 

  

  

To Fountainhead 
1 wish to address this letter to all students who consider 

themselves open-minded and clear-thinking human beings 
Of late, the cry on this campus has been, “Why are we living 

in the past?” The Administration seems 1 be'teve that we are 
lobotomized zombies who can't make inielligent and rational 
decisions on onr own, The students’ tsk is to make this idea an 
idea of the past. If we intend to make this institution into a true 
university, we must elect someone who is strong-willed and well-informed. The office of SGA President can no longer be a 
vital office if it is “manned” by self-satisfied egotists 

For those of you in the student body who want this university 
art il SGA to become the progressive and well-organized body it 
must, | urge you to THINK and THINK AGAIN on election day The tuture of this student body (and its power) isn t worn « 

  

  

     

    

  

if its head (the SGA President) is screwed on backward 
Hee le of mud. In other terms, w sire leader As an ex Ave. Serviceweinan, she has discipline and 
dedication. As an honor graduate (4.0) of a juntor college, she is a   

strong believer in the power of education. As a person, she is 
decisive, diplomatic, strong. willed and prudent, But all these are just words, and words can never adequately present the true person 

If you are truly open-minded, and feel that this school needs a Progressive change, then make your vote worth something toward that change. Don’t succumb to outdated traditions and peer group pressures. Come out of the past and vote intelligently - vote for Lee McLaughlin 
Sincerely, 

E.M. Ronzo 

To Fountainhead 

After reading the presidential candidates’ views on the issues 
on this campus, 1 was amazed at the lack of reality in the majority of their opinions. What can the student body do about 
the construction of the new student union when the land has 
been purchased and the money appropriated, with the approval 
of a previous Student Government? If the aim of candidates seeking office is to completely undo what past Student 
Governments have done, the end result will be chaos. What guarantee do we have that the money would be rechannelled into 
“more useful areas” if stopping construction were possible? 

1 realize that appealing to the student body emotionally over 
issues out of our control is good political tactics, but we are in 
college now and should be responsible enough students to 
demand representatives who are capable of cutting through this garbage and accomplishing realistic ggals 

Lee McLaughlin is capable of this. As a candadate for SGA. 
President, 1 feel that she is the most competent and truly 
concerned candidate running. When you vote today, consider the 
issues and the proposed plans of action. Wouldn't a realistic 
Person with insight be a refreshing change? 

  

Rhonda Baufoot 

To Fountainhead 
Rob Lusiana has received publicity for his Participation in 

campus causes. | noticed that along with Lusiana two people 
unknown to me for their contributions on campus are running 
with him. This coalition makes you wonder about the courage 
and self-esteem that the other two people may have. Whether true 
or not it seems they are trying to ride Lusiana’s tale of fame into 
office. This is similar to when Agnew an unknown ran on Nixon’s 
tail. Of course, I'm not saying that these two people are as 
qualified as Agnew (I mean unqualified) As has been stated in 
the past, we need leaders, not yes men to the executive. Whether 
this coalition suffers a lack of courage to stand on their own 
without Lusiana s publicity isa matter for the people on campus 
to decide. We need people who will stand by themselves, for what 
they are and have done. Not people who w II stand in the shadow 
of someone else’s ability and courage. I feel people should be 
elected that have something to say and do, people who take a 
stand on thei: own and who have the guts to back it 

Frank Stephens 

To Fountainhead 
We the undersigned do pledge our support for Rob Luisana 

for President, Rick Atkinson for Vice-President, and Mark Brown 
for Treasurer. The reason for Our support for these three men are 
they are the best qualified, they have the ability to arouse student 
support, their determination, their goals, their stand on the issues, 
their ability to work with each other and they are needed for a 
progressive student Government 

Gary Dickerson 
Gayle Jackson Mick Godwin 

Brooke Umstead Vonn Parks 
Deana McCray Ray Stubbs 

Robbin McDowell Bill Sanders 
Denna Robert Mike Cobb 
Susan Vogeley Jimmy Smith 

Pat Cox Frieda Clark 
Bari Johnson —Everette Fedder 
Kae Johnson DeWayne Pawin 

Sarah MAthews Pete Duery 
Debbie O'Briant Bear Lee 
Debra Garrison Jack Woody 

Geraldine Campbell Pete Uetter 
Lewellyn Anderson Robert A. Burt 

Carot Wyatt George Miller 
Anne Sinan Mike Bost 

* Fountainhead- published by the students of East Carolina 
University under the ausp'C® OF the Student Publications Board 
P.O. Box 2516, Greenville. North Carolina 27834 Telephone 
(919)-758-6366 

The opinions expressed Y this newspaper are not necessarily 
those of East Carolina University 

  

    
     

To Fountaink 
We, as stuc of ECU having lived with SGA y 

candidate, Lee McLaughlin, in Tyler Dc that 
she best meets the requirements of an SGA with a     Although of an older generation, Lee ha y insight     into the needs of the youth of today Jidate 
running for president that has a sensible campaign. She doesn’t 

he students and an    ask for blood and reform, but equality f 
understanding with the administration of ECU. Lee McLaughlin 

nt in his proper 

  

sensibility, and a need to see the stud 

  

has t 
place on campus. 

A wife, a mother, a student, and a very promising 
presidential candidate, think b 
future. Vote Lee McLaughlin, Pi 

   

  

lore you vote, and vote for a 
sident of SGA 

  

4th flour 
Tyler Dorm 
DB.,CJ 

To Fountainhead 
Why not have Kathy Hollomar SGA V P dent? A 

least she has the f dp t ur t 

depending on some mythical coalition il hrough. §    
more credible is the fact that she’s been shouting criticisms of the 

status que since last year - and has not suddenly taken up ten 
popular issues to insure election. Her interest has been consistent 

Someone must surely be rational enough to vote for an 
individual, not for a wall of people. The straight ticket is hardly a 
progressive practice 

Let’s take a worthwhile stab at independence 
Cynthia McCollum 

To Fountainhead 
I'm writing to announce my support for Tim Wehner as 

Treasurer of the SGA 
As a visiting student this quarter, 1 have no campus pull 

political muscle, or such credentiais like being in varsity sports. 
being in the,SGA being in a fraternity and so on, but do plead 

only aa individual who would like to be heard like 

  

guilty to being 

  

anyone el: 
1 have known. Tim Wehner for a short time, but he has 

demonstrated to me a clear, unshakable determination to be an 
open, above the board, people’s treasurer 

Tim Wehner can be believed. | trust him. In this busy election 

year, so full of promises and various bull, knowing there is 
somebody running we can just simply trust might be all we can 
honestly hope for 

  

Charles Malone 

To Fountainhead 
Concerning the upcoming SGA elections I wish to encourage 

all. stude y the candidacy of Kathy 
Holloman for the office of vice-president. 1 have known Ms 
Holloman for two years and | am excited by her ability to think 
and act. I have absolutely no doubts that our SGA and the entire 
student body would benefit from her leadership. Of all candidates 

  

sto consider carefu      

for all offices, she is the only one with whom I am completely 
satisfied 

Eric A. Slaughter 
Graduate Student 

To Fountainhead 
Since spring elections are here again, the voters on campus 

should take time to look at the candidates,Each candidate's views 
should be considered 

Rob Luisana is a candidate for SGA President. He has been 
active for more than two years working to help the students. He 
was one of the leaders of last year’s boycott to gain visitation in 
the dorms, among other student-onented activities. For most of this year he has work wa a Jent voting nghts in 

ile. He believes “tha 
able to make dect sues th 

    
Some of his ideas on issues are 
CONSUMER PROTECTION: The SGA will publish a list of 

available apartments and houses whose owners have in the past 
treated students fairly 

BOOKSTORE: The exorbitant prices of the Student Book 
Store have been tolerated by students long enough. The SGA 
should undertake the establishment of a co-operat _ hook store 
tun by and for the students 

STUDENT FEES: The spending of student fees should 
become a primary issue. The building of a new Student Union is 
ridiculous in view of the shortage of funds in other more Vital 
areas 

LAWYER AND BAIL FUND: “1 will see to it that the SGA 
completes the final steps necessary to secure the services of a full 
time lawyer, available to the student body. The Greenville 
ministry has established a bail fund. | will try to make this fund 
available to any student arrested downtown. * 

OUT OF STATE TUITION: The drastic increase in tuition for 
out of state students will be challenged in court 

ENTERTAINMENT: Free concerts on the Mall every second 
Sunday afternoon (weather-permitting) could be easily arranged 
by using local bluegrass and rock groups. 

“If elected President, { intend to make the SGA more than a 
poll-taking service. 1 will work vigourously on issues and take 
definitive stands on controversial matters.” 

This is the person the student body needs as the SGA 
President. Vote for Rob Luisana next Tuesday 

Mark Browne is a candidate for SGA Treasurer and is 
concerned, as is Rob Luisana, that the School of Art, School of 
Music, and Drama Departments finally be recognized as real assets 
to ECU and that priorities in university and student government financing be changed to give the Fine Arts their deserved portion 

If elected, both Rob and Mark will attempt 
1. To divert at least 25% of the funds for athletic recruiting 

for recruiting outstanding students for the Fine Arts programs. 
2. To provide SGA funds to make it possible to get a 

renowned musician in residence 
3. To have the SGA finance a rock band of students selected 

from the School of Music to perform at university functions for 
the students at no cost to the students. 3 

4. To convert the main building of the old heating plant into 
an art studio and an area for buildin g or storing theater sets 

Give Mark Browne the chance to help the Fine Arts at ECU 
Vote for him for treasurer on March 28. You owe it to yourself, 

John Palmer 
Art Maine 
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campus scenes °’ photographer has ar 

  

  

To Founta ahead 
W anning the ‘Election  Issi 

  

          

   

andidates for SGA. 1 any romises 
made desperation by ering 
yut-of-touch with t 

There are ca us to vote for them just 
because they are 

  

women, candi dates wh to work f   

    

  

arts; candidates who are running 

    

candidates with really shakey grasps (ala McLaughl 
dorms are quite <owfortable..and — particuriarly the situ    

with the mice at Tyler Dorm.”) 
I would sure hate to see most of these 

  

from Leo or Mother Tucker trying t 
that SOAP. looks pretty 

Christ’s sake, they're 

    
   

ones who are say 
hasn't been promised 

  

Before you throw your vote away on some 
that would like to t       

udes said 
Name Withheld by Request 

This is an in.portant letter. We can only hope you'll read past 
the statistics to take in the message. 

Kathy Holloman is running for SGA vice-president in 
Tuesday's elections - one of the few women candidates for a 
higher office in recent years. While Kathy is closely associated 
with women’s rights, she is interested primarily in the rights of all 
students of both sexes 

Kathy has had more than adequate experience in student 
government, having served on the SGA Legislature, on the WRC 
Court and on a ni 
As head of the Committee on the Status of Women, she has 
attempted to investigate sex discrimination on campus, and has 
encouraged women to take a more active part in student 

vernment. In addition, she reorganized the WRC Court to fully 
advise women of their legal rights prior to trial. Kathy has also 
shown a strong interest in the welfare of the arts, and helped set 
aside much needed funds for the arts on campus. 

Those of us who have seen Kathy in action know more. We've 
seen her at meetings, scrawling memos, camping out in the SGA 
offices - and most often raising a little hell. Ata time when many 
people regard an SGA office as merely an attractive brownie 
point to tack on transcripts, Kathy Holloman offers an opposing 
view - based on a fair amount of sweat and perserverance 

The university is in desperate need of a new attitude in 
student government, and Kathy Holloman promises to supply it 
Her record shows it, her plans show it, and you can make it work 

  

   
ber of committees in her two years at ECL 

      

Cathi James Pat eee sy a Joan Rupert 
° John Palmer John Page 

Cindy Carriker 

To Fountianhead 

The SGA ekctions are upon us once again. For some this is of 
no consequence, for others, the candidates themselves, it is a time 
of anticipation of the future. For those of us that are not 
involved except by way of our vote, it should be a time of 
reflection on the past and planning for the future 

The SGA is an active force on campus and it should be 
represented by dynamic leaders. The SGA does have a certain bit 
of power (i.e. influence upon the administration) and it should be 
represented by capable leaders. The SGA can not act impusively 
or it will be stepped on (i. visitation last year) so it must be 
represented by patient leaders. Naturally there are a great deal 
more demands on the SGA also, which means that the leaders 
must have various qualities to meet these demands. 

itt each and 

done in the past? What 
stands on the issues? What are their pla! he future? Ce 
all of these things, and also consider. Has any candidate made any 

      it's nowt every voter to study t 
     

Promises? What kind of promises? Especially consider this 
because this will tell you what type of person that candidate is. If 
a person makes rash promises which he will not be able to follow 
through on, then he should noi be considered a good prospect for 
an SGA office 

As I am in the SGA legislature, | know just about all of the 
candidates. Most of them would, in my opinion, be worthy office 
holders. However, 1 believe that some would be better than 
others. | have asked myself many questions conserning those 
running and have formed my own opinions. Personally, for president I prefer Tommy Clay, the present president. For VP. | 
think the best prospect is Rick Atkinson (by the way, you can 
vote for one member of a coalition without voting for the other 
members), and for Secretary, | am for the write-in candidate, 
Frieda Clark. For treasurer | am in favor of Tim Wehner, the only 
candidate | am actively supporting 

1 think that more so than the rest, these candidates would 
work for the SGA, the school, and most importantly, the 
students. These are only my opinions, but they are based on a 
knowledge of all the candidates, not just promises. 

No matter who you are supporting, please vote on Tuesday, 
March 28, and no matter who wins the students must support 
that person fully if we are to move forward in the future 

Day Student Representative, 
Michael Edwards 

To Fountainhead 

We, the undersigned, wish to express our strong support for 
Tommy Clay, candidate for re-election as SGA President, We have 
had the opportunity of working with Tommy and we feel that he 
is the man for the job. He is the most experienced and best 
qualified. 

Tommy Clay is what East Carolina needs now. He is a calm, 
forceful leader speaking out against the silence of apathy. He 
knows what needs to be done and, more important, he knows 
how to get things done. We support Tommy Clay for SGA 
President Jim Hicks 

{SGA Vice-President) Michael 0. Edwards 
Kenneth Hammond (Day Student Representative) 

(Secretary of External Affairs) Maria Aussie Castillo 

  

AN ~ 

ranged a sneak prevue of Dr. Leo Jenkins’ “bell tower smokestack” as it will look from the site of the rumored to-be-proposed new Executive Mansion (Staph tot 
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